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September 27, 2021

MEMORANDUM FOR:

University Community

FROM:

Joseph B. Berger, Provost and Vice Chancellor for Academic Affairs

SUBJECT:

Passing of Professor Emeritus Rudolph J. Schork

I regret to inform you that retired Professor Emeritus Rudolph J. “Joe” Schork has passed away.
Born and raised in Elyria, Ohio, Professor Schork graduated summa cum laude from the College of the
Holy Cross in 1955, with a major in Greek and Roman classics. Upon graduation, he took up a Fulbright
Scholarship to Oxford University, where he was awarded a Doctor of Philosophy degree in 1957, as a
member of Exeter College and under the direction of Professors C.A. Trypanis and Paul Mass.
His academic career began at John Carroll University in Cleveland, Ohio, and encompassed tenured
appointments at Georgetown University, the University of Minnesota, and the University of
Massachusetts Boston, from which he retired in 1995 as Professor Emeritus. He was an exciting and
imaginative teacher, with students regularly applauding his dynamism and likening him to their most
inspirational sports coaches.
Although his dissertation and first book were centered on the Byzantine author, Romanos the Melodist,
he was at heart a classical generalist, teaching and publishing scholarship in Greek and Latin language
and literature. An interest in the classical tradition in modern literature further engendered studies of
post-classical authors as varied as Shakespeare, Milton, Thomas Mann, Stendhal, and Oscar Wilde. A latecareer fascination for tracing the cleverly encoded classical allusions in the complex works of James Joyce
inspired him to write numerous articles, make many international conference presentations, and author
three books on Joyce: Latin and Roman Culture in Joyce, Greek and Hellenic Culture in Joyce, and Joyce
and Hagiography: Saints Above! In all, Professor Schork published over 70 articles and 4 books.
Professor Schork came to UMass Boston in September 1975 as a Visiting Professor and by September
1976, he transitioned to full professor and chair of his department. He quickly became a stellar University
citizen, entrusted by his department, deans, and upper administration with critical roles in academic
shared governance, including serving as Faculty Co-Moderator of the University, twice chairing the CLA
Collegiate Personnel Committee, chairing the Academic Review Committee for three years from 19771980, serving on the campus-wide Resource Allocation Committee for five years, chairing a search
committee for a CLA dean, and serving on search committees for a provost, a chancellor, and a president.
His former junior colleague, Emily McDermott, remembers him as “a model mentor, back in the day when
the word ‘mentor’ still referred primarily to a character in the Odyssey. He dished out gruff but spot-on

professional advice and uncomplainingly read and commented on version after version of works in
progress. On top of all that, he had a wicked sense of humor and was just plain fun.”
Ken Rothwell, chair of the Classics and Religious Studies Department, adds, “All of Joe’s qualities—the
wit, the learning and the generosity that so inspired students—intersected on cruise ships in the
Mediterranean where he had a post-retirement gig conducting tours of archaeological and other historical
sites. He was a sensation. A great regret of my life is that I was never able to join those.”
Known to his extended family as “Tinker” Schork, for reasons that he described as “lost to the sands of
time”, he is survived by his daughter and granddaughter, Heidi Schork and Sophia Clarke; by his longtime partner, Betsy Boehne; by his sister, Carol Mitola; and by a number of nieces and nephews. He was
predeceased by another sister and brother, Ann Doherty and Tony Schork.

